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Overview

Why are protein complexes important?

What is affinity purification?

What types of affinity purification exist?

What is tandem affinity purification (TAP)?

What are advantages/disadvantages of TAP?

How can TAP be used in our project?



Why are protein networks important?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lSqUDu4zb5k



Why are protein interactions important?

http://shop.lego.com/en-FI/LEGO-8-stud-Yellow-Storage-Brick-5001267



Why are protein interactions important?

http://shop.lego.com/en-FI/LEGO-8-stud-Yellow-Storage-Brick-5001267 http://www.build-with-bricks.info/lego-duplo- houses.htm



http://shop.lego.com/en-FI/LEGO-8-stud-Yellow-Storage-Brick-5001267

Why are protein interactions important?

http://www.brickpirate.net/forum/phpBB3/viewtopic.php?f=34&t=10339&start=20



How do you identify protein complexes?

Use affinity purification and mass spectrometry!



What is an affinity tag?

http://image.slidesharecdn.com/cellcultur e-04- 131031021327-phpapp02/95/ce ll-cu lture- 04-13-638.jpg?cb=1383185631

Types of Tags
Myc

FLAG
TAP



Two tag process:

Protein A = distal tag
Calmodulin Binding Protein = proximal tag

http://www.nature.com/nrm/journal/v4/n1/pdf/nrm1007.pdf

What is a Tandem Affinity Purification (TAP) tag?



What is a Tandem Affinity Purification (TAP) tag?

Two washes:

Protein A on IgG beads
Tag cleaved with TEV protease
CBP binds to calmodulin beads http://www.nature.com/nrm/journal/v4/n1/pdf/nrm1007.pdf



What is a Tandem Affinity Purification (TAP) tag?

Last step is chelation with EGTA
Bait protein & complex is released



Step 2: How do you identify proteins?

https://www2.chemistry.msu.edu/faculty/reusch/virttxtjml/Questions/Spectroscopy/masspec7.htm



How does this compare to yeast 2-hybrid?

http://web.science.uu.nl/developmentalb iology/boxem/inter action_mapping.html

VS.

TAP Y2H



What are dis/advantages compared to Y2H?



What are dis/advantages compared to Y2H?

Advantages
Looks at complete protein complex
Rapid sequencing
High-throughput compatible
Weakly bound proteins
Not confined to nucleus
Higher success rate

Disadvantages
Are all proteins in complex directly interacting?
Unable to detect transient protein interactions
Need expensive equipment for MS
Hard to detect smaller peptides

Both Y2H and TAP experience false positives/negatives



False positives and negatives: How does TAP 
deal with them?



False positives and negatives: How does TAP 
deal with them?

False Positives

Dual approach tag with high-throughput data

False Negatives

Protein abundance

Test conditions

Fractionation



http://www.patheos.com/blogs/thenakedjesus/2015/05/th
inking-out-loud/

How can I use TAP-tag in my project?



How can I use TAP-tag in my project?

http://www.mwilm-conway-ucd.de/Bioanalytic al_Res earch/Researc h_Activ ities_(EMB L)/Entries/2000/6/1_Functional_Proteomics_fi les/shapeimage_3.png
https://www.mirusbio.com/applications/crispr-cas-transfection http://www.clipartbest.com/cliparts/xcg/K8k/xcgK8kXAi.png





Figure 1a: Where are the complexes?



Figure 1c: How were protein complexes identified?



Figure 1c: How were protein complexes identified?



Figure 1c: How were protein complexes identified?



Figure 1c: How were protein complexes identified?



Figure 2: What are in the protein complexes?

Novelties in complexes
Number of proteins 

per complex



Figure 2: What are in the protein complexes?

Novelties in complexes
Number of proteins 

per complex



Figure 3a: What makes up the polyadenylation complex?



Figure 3a: What makes up the polyadenylation complex?



What does the polyadenylation complex look like?



Figure 4: How are 232 complexes sorted?
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Figure 4: How are 232 complexes sorted?
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Figure 4: How are 232 complexes sorted?

???



Figure 4:How do proteins and complexes interact?



How did they apply TAP to human protein complexes?

Arp2/3 

Ccr4-Not

Trapp

Figure 2



Figure 5a:Can we apply TAP to the Arp2/3 complex?

http://www.dayel.com/research/arp23-complex/



Figure 5a:Can we apply TAP to the Arp2/3 complex?

http://www.dayel.com/research/arp23-complex/



Figure 5b:Can we apply TAP to the Ccr4-Not complex?

http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fgene.2014.00135/ful l



Figure 5b:Can we apply TAP to the Ccr4-Not complex?

http://journal.frontiersin.org/article/10.3389/fgene.2014.00135/ful l



Figure 5c:Can we apply TAP to the TRAPP complex?

http://www.hhmi.org/research/vesicle-traffic-and-organel le- inheritanc e



Conclusions

Affinity purification as useful tool in protein network discovery

TAP tag as way to reduces problems normally associated 
with high-throughput studies

TAP tag has ability to be used in combination of other 
approaches



Future Directions

http://moviepilot.com/posts/2840622



Future Directions

Limit false positives/negatives
Drug discovery
Understanding biological processes
Understanding the proteome

http://moviepilot.com/posts/2840622



Questions?

http://www.thekonagallery.com/products/dancing-squirre l


